Targets of extinction: identification of genes whose expression is repressed as a consequence of somatic fusion between cells representing basal and luminal mammary epithelial phenotypes.
The use of somatic cell hybrids has led to an increased understanding of the 'negative' regulation of cellular phenotype. Using somatic cell hybrids constructed between human breast cells that represent differing stages of malignancy but also display differing phenotypes from the same tissue, we present experimental results suggesting that luminal epithelial characteristics are controlled by repressive mechanisms. Fusion of HBL 100 cells, non-tumorigenic and characteristic of the basal cell lineage, with MCF-7 or MDA-MB-468 malignant breast cancer cells, characteristic of the luminal lineage, resulted in hybrid cells that displayed the phenotype of the HBL 100 cells. Using representational difference analysis, a panel of genes whose expression was repressed in the hybrid between HBL 100 and MDA-MB-468 was identified. This analysis revealed markers of luminal epithelial cells to be repressed, including Ep-CAM, cytokeratin 19 and E-cadherin. These markers were found to be coordinately re-expressed in variant hybrid cells indicating that the observed repression is reversible. Integrin (alpha)(v)(beta)(3) expression was found to be in mutual exclusivity to the luminal epithelial markers, thereby revealing a bidirectional 'switch' in the pattern of gene expression in this system. Finally, the expression of Ep-CAM was found to be lost in heterokaryons produced by fusion of HBL 100 and MCF-7 or MDA-MB-468 cells suggesting that the extinction of this gene in hybrid cells is the consequence of a trans-acting factor(s) synthesized by the HBL 100 cells. These data suggest that a number of markers of luminal cell differentiation in the mammary gland can be controlled through negative mechanisms and that such control of phenotype is highly coordinated.